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I. INTRODUCTION
In general, semi-leptonic decays of charmed mesons are well studied both experimentally and theoretically, in particular, using lattice techniques. However, this is not the case for the D s meson for which the main semi-leptonic modes are to the φ, η and η ′ mesons. Lattice studies of these decays are technically challenging due to the presence of disconnected quark-line contributions. So far only the form factor for the decay D s → φℓν ℓ has been computed, omitting the disconnected contributions [1] . Light cone QCD sum rules provide an alternative approach, albeit with some assumptions and approximations. Results for the form factors for D s → η (′) ℓν ℓ have been reported in Refs. [2, 3] . These studies utilize the η and η ′ distribution amplitudes, which, in principle, can be calculated on the lattice. A first principles calculation of the form factors for D s → η (′) ℓν ℓ therefore can serve as a cross-check on the assumptions of the sum rule approach and is of phenomenological interest in itself, providing information on the internal structure of the mesons in the final state (see, for example, Ref. [4] ).
In this article, we report on our exploratory study of the D s to η (′) ℓν ℓ semi-leptonic decay form factors using lattice techniques. Some preliminary results have been presented in Refs. [5] [6] [7] . The relevant matrix elements for these decay modes are parameterized as follows
where V µ is a vector current at position 1 0, q µ = p µ − k µ is the four-momentum transfer and M Ds and M η (′) are the masses of the D s and the η (′) mesons, respectively. This matrix element is characterized by two form factors, f 0 (q 2 ) and f + (q 2 ). In this work we focus on the scalar form factor f 0 (q 2 ), which we can also obtain from a scalar current S =sc [8] :
We use this relation because the combination (m c − m s )S (and therefore f 0 (q 2 )) is a renormalization group invariant, provided the vector mass difference m c − m s = κ The three-point function needed to compute the form factor contains quark-line disconnected loops (see Fig. 1 ). Often corrections from disconnected loops are numerically small. However, their impact on the three-point function is enhanced by a factor of about three, due to the summation over three light quark flavours. Moreover, in the pseudoscalar case the disconnected quark loops couple to the axial anomaly. In spite of the computational expense and the inferior quality of the signal, relative to that of the quark-line connected contribution, the calculation of the disconnected contribution turns out to be feasible and its impact is significant [5, 9] . Therefore, these decay modes also provide a perfect playground for testing a variety of techniques for calculating the disconnected quark-line loops.
We use QCDSF N f = 2 + 1 configurations [10, 11] that were generated using a novel approach for varying the sea quark masses, which is ideal for studying flavour physics in the SU(3) flavour basis. The flavour singlet mass average of the three light quarks, In the next Section we describe technical details of the lattice calculation. We then discuss the construction of the η and η ′ states and their mixing relative to the octet-singlet basis in Section III, where we also obtain mixing angles and the leading distribution amplitudes. In Section IV we detail our methods for extracting the matrix elements relevant for the computation of the form factors. Subsequently, these are obtained in the same Section, before we conclude. TABLE I. The simulation parameters. Set S corresponds to the SU(3) flavour symmetric point where the pion, kaon, and eta mesons are mass-degenerate while in Set A the symmetry between the strange quark and the light quarks is broken. The lattice size is 24 3 × 48 in both cases and β = 10/g 2 , rather than β = 6/g 2 . 
II. DETAILS OF THE LATTICE CALCULATION
The QCDSF N f = 2 + 1 configurations were generated with the tree level Symanzik improved gluon action and the Stout Link Non-perturbatively improved Clover fermion action (SLiNC) [12] . We use the same action for the valence-only charm quark. The SLiNC action is on-shell O(a) improved. In general, there will be O(a) correction term, as ↔ Dµγµc, to Eq. (2). However, this term can be eliminated using the equations of motion and one can show that the non-singlet improvement coefficients b S = −2b m [13, 14] 
The parameters are summarized in Table I . So far we have only used one lattice spacing a ∼ 0.075 fm (determined using the quantity w 0 proposed in Ref. [15] ), and one volume V 4 = L 3 T = 24 3 × 48 a 4 , which corresponds to a physical spatial extent L ∼ 1.8 fm. Our value of the lattice spacing is about 10% smaller than the value of Refs. [10, 11] (a ∼ 0.083 fm) which was obtained from the average octet baryon mass, but is consistent with a newer determination (a ∼ 0.074(2) fm) in Ref. [16] . We analyzed 939 configurations at the flavour symmetric point (m l = m s ), for which M π = M K = 470.5(1.8) MeV (Set S), and 239 configurations (m l < m s ) with M π = 370.1(3.3) MeV and M K = 509.1(2.7) MeV (Set A). Due to the different value for the lattice spacing, these masses differ from the numbers given in Refs. [10, 11] . In particular, the average octet pion mass exceeds the experimental value
1/2 ≈ 411 MeV by about 60 MeV, meaning that extrapolating to the physical pion mass, we would end up with unphysically heavy kaons. The charm quark mass m c was tuned so that the spin averaged 1S charmonium mass, M 1S = 1 4 (M ηc + 3M J/ψ ), corresponds to the experimental value [17] .
In order to reduce autocorrelations, the configurations were sampled every 5 Monte Carlo trajectories for Set S and every 10 trajectories for Set A. In addition, the location of the source was chosen randomly on each configuration. However, significant correlations were found in the data when calculating the masses of the π, η and η ′ mesons, and we chose a conservative bin size of 5 (25 molecular dynamics time units) for Set S and 2 (20 molecular dynamics time units) for Set A. The mass of the D s , the mixing angle discussed in Sec. III C and the form factor, f 0 (q 2 ), did not show any significant autocorrelations, so we did not use binning for these observables.
For all source and sink interpolators, we used a gauge invariant Gaussian smearing (Wuppertal smearing [18, 19] ) with APE smeared gauge fields [20] in the spatial directions. The smearing parameters were chosen to minimize excited state contributions to the connected two-point functions.
Disconnected fermion loops appear in both two-and three-point functions. These loops need to be evaluated at different times and momenta. They can be obtained from the inverse of the dimensionless lattice Dirac operator, M , in the following way:
where the Dirac matrix for a pseudoscalar meson is Γ = γ 5 and φ is the smearing function. The origin for the Fourier transformation is denoted as x 0 . Since M satisfies γ 5 -Hermiticity, the smearing function is Hermitian and commutes with γ 5 , the disconnected loop is real in coordinate space and C 1pt (t, p) = C 1pt (t, −p) * . Details of the estimation of the disconnected loops are given in Appendix A.
III. η AND η ′ STATES
We describe how the physical states are obtained. We then discuss effects of a non-ergodic sampling of topological sectors in a finite volume on these states and how to cure this potential problem, before presenting results on masses, mixing angles and leading distribution amplitudes.
A. Extracting physical states
The correct creation operators for the η and η ′ states are a priori unknown in the flavour non-symmetric case (Set A). We start from singlet η 1 = 1 √ 3
(uū + dd + ss) and octet η 8 =
(uū + dd − 2ss) states and first calculate a 2 × 2 correlation matrix of two-point functions
where O 8 and O 1 are smeared interpolators for the octet and singlet states, respectively. Each element includes disconnected fermion loop contributions. The latter were averaged over all possible source positions x 0 in space and time, shifting the source and the sink accordingly. For the connected part, we used low mode averaging [21, 22] . We describe the details of these calculations in Appendix B. We solve the following generalized eigenvalue problem
where λ α (t, p) (α = η, η ′ ) is the generalized eigenvalue and v α (t, p) is the generalized eigenvector. The time slice t 0 can be varied to minimize the excited state contributions to λ α and v α . We tried t 0 /a = 1-3 and found no significant difference in the results, so we use t 0 /a = 1 which gives the largest range of t > t 0 . We parameterize the eigenvectors of the two-dimensional system in the following way
Note that in general θ = θ ′ . In the large t limit, the ground state dominates, v η (′) (t, p) → v η (′) (p) and we can obtain the interpolators for the physical ground states:
It is sufficient to extract sin θ and sin θ ′ . This was done by fitting the corresponding components of v α (t, p) to a constant, taking into account correlations including those between sin θ and sin θ ′ and those between different time slices. Using Eq. (7), we can construct the two-point functions of the physical states for each p:
The energy of the state α at a momentum p, E α (p), can then be obtained by fitting these two-point functions at sufficiently large times t to the functional form
where T is the temporal lattice extent, and A α (p) is a (momentum-dependent) amplitude. At zero momentum the situation is more involved and we deviate from the above procedure, see Section III B. For the η ′ mass on Set A and Set S and the η mass on Set A, the statistical error of M α = E α (0) could be further reduced by fitting zero-and non-zero-momentum data to the lattice dispersion relation
where the mass, aM , is a free parameter. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 , where the energies we obtained directly at zero and at finite momenta, and the fitted dispersion relations and their results are shown. The masses are listed in Table II , and the energies at zero and finite momenta in Tables VII and VIII of Appendix D. The η meson at the SU(3) flavour symmetric point (Set S) is identical to the pion (and the kaon) and the precision of its mass did not benefit from including non-zero momentum data. In this case we display the p = 0 result in the table. No significant differences were found for the η and η ′ masses if the continuum dispersion relation E 2 = M 2 + p 2 was used instead, as seen in the figure.
For comparison, we also show the D s data in the figure. For this meson, the lattice dispersion relation is clearly preferred by the data: the χ 2 /d.o.f from the correlated fit were poor (4.7 for Set S and 2.2 for Set A) and did not reproduce the data. In Fig. 2 , uncorrelated fits are shown in these cases. 
FIG. 2. Energies E(p)
along with fitted lattice and continuum dispersion relations of the η ′ (top), η (middle) and Ds (bottom) mesons at Mπ ≈ 370 MeV (Set A, left) and at the SU(3) flavour symmetric point Mπ ≈ 470 MeV (Set S, right). The momentum P = p × L/(2π) is in lattice units. Open circles were excluded from the fits. E(p = 0) for η (Set A) and η ′ (Set A, S) were obtained by using the improved method explained in Sec. III B. For clarity, the different mass determinations are replotted at P 2 = 0 with a slight horizontal shift.
B. Finite volume effects on the η and η ′ masses
Analysing Set S we found that the η ′ (= η 1 ) two-point function at large times t does not decay to zero (cf. Eq. (9)) but instead saturates at a small non-zero value. This phenomenon can be explained as a finite volume effect, coupled to unrealistic fluctuations of the topological charge, due to an insufficient sampling of the topological sectors within our limited statistics. We will see that this can be cured by defining an improved observable which also reduces the variance of disconnected pseudoscalar two-point functions in the case of a correctly sampled topological charge.
The disconnected contributions can be obtained by correlating pairs of momentum-projected "1-point loops". The sum over such a one-point loop is proportional to the fermionic definition of the topological charge Q f :
where the (dimensionless) proportionality constant α will depend on the quark mass, the smearing function and the normalization of the interpolator and we assume the fermionic and gluonic definitions of the topological charge to agree Q ≈ Q f . The above relation suggests an approximate proportionality between the topological charge density and the fermionic one-point loop: ρ(t, x) ≃ C 1pt (t, x)/(αa 4 ). If the topological charge is fixed to Q, point-point correlators of the topological charge density ρ(x) will remain finite for large separations |x| [23] :
where V 4 is the physical four-volume, χ t is the topological susceptibility, and the dimensionful kurtosis c 4 parameterizes the leading deviations from Gaussian fluctuations of Q. Projecting the above expression onto a fixed spatial momentum, the constant term only affects the p = 0 case.
, we obtain the following estimate of the η ′ two-point function, which is the singlet two-point function (see Eq. (B2)) in the SU(3) flavour symmetric case:
Here C conn. is the quark-line connected part of the two-point function and T is the temporal extent of the lattice. By using Eq. (12) and the observation that c 4 is negligible for our ensembles, we obtain
for large t, resulting in the prediction for the finite volume effect at |Q| = 0:
For the non-SU(3) flavour symmetric case, in principle, both the singlet and octet parts of the η ′ two-point function should contribute to the constant. However, using only the singlet part gives a good approximation because sin θ ′ in Eq. (7) is small. The singlet-to-singlet contribution to the η ′ two-point function is
and we obtain
where we used a flavour-averaged proportionality constant To check Eq. (14), we measured Q using an improved field strength tensor [24] on smeared gauge fields with 90 iterations of Stout [25] smearing. The measured values clustered around integer values as expected. For each integer n ≥ 0, using configurations with n − 0.5 ≤ |Q| < n + 0.5 only (we denote them as |Q| = n configurations), we calculated the two-point function of the η ′ at zero momentum. The values of the two-point functions in the large time limit exhibit a clear dependence on |Q|, see Fig. 3 . Moreover, the constants obtained by fitting within such subsets are consistent with the linear dependence on Q 2 suggested by Eq. (14), see Fig. 4 . See Ref. [26] for an earlier observation of the |Q| dependence of the η ′ effective mass, Ref. [27] for the general argument and Ref. [28] for a fixed topology approach.
In Fig. 4 , we also plot the Q = 0 predictions. These were obtained from Eq. (15) (Set S) and Eq. (17) (Set A). The topological susceptibilities χ t = Q 2 /V 4 were computed using the gluonic definition of the topological charge and the parameters α were obtained by fitting the one-point loops as a function of the gluonic topological charge Q as in Eq. (18) . For Set A we find consistency between the linear extrapolation and this Q = 0 prediction. On Set S, however, the prediction is significantly smaller than the extrapolated value, and also smaller than the measured values. At the same time the η ′ two-point function, averaged over all configurations, approaches a non-zero (positive) value. The linear fit of the constant part versus Q 2 crosses zero at a value Q 2 ≈ 13. Replacing the measured value χ t = Q 2 /V 4 = 9.1(0.4)/V 4 within Eq. (15) by 13/V 4 , the prediction would be compatible with the fixed topology measurements. These observations are coherent with our above arguments and strongly suggest Q 2 on Set S to be underestimated, due to an insufficient sampling.
While the distribution of Q on Set S is too narrow, we find Q = 0 within errors on both ensembles. Therefore, replacing C 1pt → C 1pt − C 1pt within the above two-point functions will not affect any expectation value or correct for the sampling of topological sectors in Set S. Nevertheless, we checked whether this procedure reduced the statistical noise but we did not find any improvement.
One way of addressing the problem of a non-vanishing expectation value of the two-point function at large Euclidean times is simply to fit the correlation function to a constant plus an exponential decay (which we denote as "naive fit with a constant"). We adopted, however, a different strategy that we found to reduce the gauge noise: this is motivated by the results in Fig. 4 , which suggest that the two-point functions are shifted by different values in different topological sectors according to Eq. (14) . Therefore, normalizing the result to the Q = 0 sector may reduce the gauge fluctuations. We first add a term that cancels the Q 2 dependence of Eq. (12), and then fit the result to a constant plus an exponential decay (denoted as the "improved method").
The details of the improved method are as follows. Noting that the Q 2 term in Eq. (14) comes from the disconnected part of the two-point function, we replace this contribution to the two-point function D ab (t) (see Eq. (B5) of Appendix B) by
where p = 0 is understood. We perform this subtraction on a configuration by configuration basis, shifting the correlator on different configurations by different values. This results in a "wrong" expectation value of D (and thus . The green solid circles were obtained using all configurations. We found Q 2 ≈ 7.7 for Set A and Q 2 ≈ 9.1 for Set S. The Q = 0 finite volume predictions (blue crosses, Eqs. (17) and (15)) were calculated using χt = Q 2 /V4 and slopes α, determined via Eq. (18) . The dashed pink lines are linear fits to the fixed |Q| data.
) but the subtraction does not affect its t-dependence. The resulting two-point function should approximately reproduce the behaviour Eqs. (15) and (17) of the Q = 0 sector. Note that the cancellation cannot be perfect since,
thereby neglecting fluctuations of t C 1pt (t) about αQ.
We remark that even on ensembles with the correct distribution of the topological charge we recommend to subtract this constant term from D, (approximately) normalizing this to the Q = 0 behaviour, Eqs. (15) and (17), since this construction, as we will see below, significantly improves the signal over noise ratio.
Replacing
, as advertised above, we obtain modified two-point functions C ij 2pt (t), see Eqs. (B1)-(B4):
where C ab is a connected two-point function with flavour a, b = l, s and we have suppressed the t-dependence. Each modified two-point function still approximately reproduces the constant term Eq. (15) . Solving the generalized eigenvalue problem, we obtain eigenvectors (cosθ, − sinθ) T and (sinθ ′ , cosθ ′ ) T . It is convenient to write the two-point functions in matrix notation:
where
The modified two-point functions of the physical interpolators at large times behave as 2pt , of Eq. (8) (blue squares), (b) using the naive correlators after removing the constant term (green diamonds) and (c) using the improved two-point functions, removing the constant part Eq. (26) for Set S, and solving the generalized eigenvalue problem for Eq. (27) for Set A (red triangles).
.
From this we can obtain the constants β η and β η ′ . At the SU(3) symmetric point, whereθ =θ ′ = 0, we obtain the mass of the η ′ from Eq. (26) alone. In this case η = η 8 does not contain disconnected contributions and β η = 0. At the non-flavour symmetric point, the removal of the constant part is more involved. By inverting Eq. (23) we can obtain the contributions to β η and β η ′ from the two-point functions in the octet-singlet basis. We define improved two-point functions for p = 0, subtracting these:
Solving the generalized eigenvalue problem for the improved two-point functions, we then obtain the masses and improved θ and θ ′ angles, that we will use to construct the physical interpolators at p = 0. The effective masses of the η ′ before and after the improvement are plotted in Fig. 5 for the two ensembles. The results obtained from the naive fit with a constant are also shown. For very large statistics there should be no difference between the naive effective mass and the other two definitions, however, as we have already discussed above, Set S showed a non-realistic distribution of the topological charge. The improved method gives the best signals and shows clear plateaus. In Fig. 6 , we plot the effective masses of the η, the η ′ and the π. The fitted η and η ′ masses, with the exception of the η = η 8 = π at the SU(3) symmetric point, were obtained using the improved method detailed above. The resulting p = 0 energy levels are consistent with the finite momentum data shown in Fig. 2 .
In Fig. 7 we compare our η and η ′ masses to results obtained by other lattice collaborations [29] [30] [31] [32] and the respective experimental values [33] . In some of these studies the extrapolation to the physical point was performed, however, for consistency we do not show extrapolated values. Note that, since the flavour singlet quark mass average is kept fixed in our simulations, the mass of the η approaches the physical point from below. Our results seem to approach the experimental values and η ′ masses are consistent with the other lattice determinations that were obtained keeping the strange quark mass approximately constant.
The method we presented here was motivated by the inadequate sampling of the topological charge on one of our ensembles. However, it is generally applicable to calculations of disconnected contributions to light pseudoscalar two-point functions. The improved two-point functions show reduced fluctuations, at the price of a constant term that needs to be fitted. In spite of this additional parameter, the extracted masses are more precise than they are using the naive approach.
C. Mixing of the η and η ′ mesons in the octet-singlet basis
In addition to the mass, the mixing angles between the physical η ′ and η states and the octet-singlet basis are also of phenomenological importance. We restrict ourselves to Set A since at the SU(3) flavour symmetric point (Set S) there is no such mixing and η ′ = η 1 , η = η 8 = π. We define the two leading distribution amplitudes
where O therein:
To obtain these amplitudes, we use the asymptotic behaviour at large times t of smeared source to local (point) sink two-point functions at zero momentum
(36) below) can be obtained from the smeared-smeared two-point function. Note that again we use the improved method outlined in the previous subsection, Eqs. (20)- (22), replacing the disconnected contribution as in Eq. (19) , this time also for smeared-point two-point functions. Therefore, we have to allow for constant contributions that we denote as β jη (′) . The physical η or η ′ state is created by O † η (′) , for which we use the improved θ or θ ′ parameters obtained from the smeared-smeared correlators. Note that these angles depend on our choice of smearing and -unlike the mixing angles discussed below -are not properties of the physical states alone. We apply the generalized eigenvalue method, using the improved matrix of Eq. (27):
Both sides of the above equations may contain constant contributions, due to the replacement C →C. We fit C jη
2pt,sm→pt (t) , fixing the mass M η (′) to the value we determined previously, leaving A jη (′) and β jη (′) as free parameters. The resulting angles θ 1 , θ 8 andθ, see Eq. (29) , are given in Table III . The first error is statistical, while the second one is an estimate of the systematics from the choice of the fit range and was obtained varying this by ±1 timeslices. Note that, since both tan θ 8 and tan θ 1 are negative, we also adopted a negative value for tanθ. θ 8 was found to differ from θ 1 (and hence fromθ): two angles are needed to connect the physical states to the octet-singlet basis, indicating the relevance of higher Fock states. A phenomenological estimate used in Ref. [34] also gives two mixing angles, θ 8 = −21.2(1.6)
• and θ 1 = −9.2(1.7)
• , where the errors are solely experimental and no systematic errors are included. In the lattice study of Ref. [29] a single mixing angle −14.1(2.8)
• was obtained, relative to the octet-singlet basis, after extrapolating to the physical point. This is in the middle between the phenomenological θ 1 and θ 8 values. The ratio θ 8 /θ 1 of Ref. [34] is consistent with our result, however, both our angles come out a factor of two smaller than in that analysis. This is not surprising since we start from the flavour-symmetric point where θ 8 = θ 1 = 0, while Set A corresponds to a quark mass ratio m s /m l ≈ 2.8, still quite far away from the physical point m s /m l ≈ 25. A monotonous extrapolation would indeed suggest larger values of |θ j | for physical m s /m l .
We also determined the angles using the (unimproved) C jη (′) 2pt,sm→pt (t) with both β jη (′) = 0 and β jη (′) = 0 in the fit function. The results are included in Table III for comparison. The three determinations are broadly consistent. We see no significant reduction in the statistical errors between the unimproved/improved β jη (′) = 0 cases. This may be due to the use of the same (improved) θ and θ ′ to construct the physical states or that the assumption of small fluctuations of t C 1pt (t) around the topological charge (see the argument below Eq. (19)) may be less valid for the local one-point loop. The naive (unimproved β jη (′) = 0) errors are slightly smaller since the fit parameters β jη (′) are fixed. The discussion of the previous subsection, however, suggests that due to the coupling between the disconnected loop and the slowly moving topological charge it is safer to allow for such constants.
Another interesting combination is the ratio of the A jη (′) amplitudes to a similar distribution amplitude for the pion
where O π is the local pion interpolator. Note that the renormalization factors only cancel exactly for the ratios A 8η (′) /A π while in the singlet case this is violated at two-loop order in perturbation theory. In Table IV , we list the values obtained by using the three different methods. Again, all three methods give consistent results. Note that the negative value of A 8η ′ signals an octet-admixture to η ′ much bigger than the singlet component of η, which is another manifestation of the result |θ 8 | > |θ 1 |. The octet component of the η meson is enhanced, relative to the flavour-symmetric case while the singlet η ′ distribution amplitude is much smaller than that for the pion. 4 Note that in Ref. [34] , decay constants f jη (′) are used instead of the A jη (′) , which are defined as 0|A 
IV. DETERMINATION OF THE SEMI-LEPTONIC FORM FACTORS
Having obtained the η and η ′ interpolators, we are now in the position to calculate the D s → ηℓν ℓ and D s → η ′ ℓν ℓ semi-leptonic decay form factors f 0 (q 2 ). We discuss the relevant matrix elements and our methods to compute these, before we present and discuss our results on the form factors.
A. Matrix elements
The matrix elements needed to study the decays D s → η (′) ℓν ℓ are obtained from the following three-point functions:
where we used smeared interpolators O Ds and O η (′) for both the D s and the η (′) , respectively. S is the local scalar current in position space. It can also be averaged over the spatial volume (multiplying by the phases e iq·(x−x0) ), to increase statistics. We detail the computation methods both for the connected and the disconnected contributions to the three-point functions in Appendix C. Fig. 8 shows the full three-point function and the contributions from connected and disconnected fermion loop diagrams. It is interesting to note that the magnitude of the disconnected contributions is large, especially for the decay to η ′ . Not surprisingly, the statistical error of the three-point function mainly comes from the disconnected part.
The three-point functions have the following spectral decomposition: where * indicates the first excited states and we have neglected contributions from even higher excitations. Z X ( * ) is the amplitude of the state with X = D s , η and η ′ . For brevity we suppress the momentum dependence of Z X ( * ) = Z X ( * ) (p) and E X ( * ) = E X ( * ) (p). The first term on the r.h.s contains the ground state to ground state matrix element that we are interested in.
Note that the phase of the state X is arbitrary and we choose it such that we have a real positive amplitude
This means that the matrix elements D s (p)|S(0)|η (′) (k) can be negative 5 and, indeed, we obtained negative values for the η. Since the sign of the matrix element is not physical, in the following we use its modulus. 6 In order to determine the ground state to ground state matrix element reliably, it is important to take into account the excited state contributions to the three-point function. One way to do this is to use a large sink-source separation so that the excited state contributions are small. However, this is not possible in the current case because the statistical error grows rapidly (due to the disconnected terms), even for relatively small time separations. We need to employ an alternative approach.
First we obtain E X and Z X by fitting the two-point function
using a functional form given by the first term, at sufficiently large t. The energy gap, ∆E X = E X * − E X , is then determined by fitting the combination
to the form a X exp(−∆E X t), where not only ∆E X but also the amplitudes a X depend on the momentum p. To extract the matrix element, η (′) (k)|S(0)|D s (p) , we compute the ratio
5
Charge conjugation invariance guarantees the matrix element is real in coordinate space, and then parity invariance Ds(p)|S(0)|η (′) (k) = Ds(−p)|S(0)|η (′) (−k) gives a real three-point function in momentum space 6 Note, however, that relative signs are relevant for studies of flavour mixing angles in decays. This is similar to the connection of the sign of the distribution amplitude ratio A 8η ′ /Aπ to the sign of the respective mixing angle θ 8 . and use the fit function
where c = η (′) (k)|S(0)|D s (p) . Whenever the two-point function had a small overlap with the excited state and we were unable to extract ∆E η (′) , we only employed the first two terms of Eq. (40).
We generated three different data sets with t sep /a = 8, 10, 16 and fitted these simultaneously. For the η at the SU(3) flavour symmetric point, which has no disconnected contributions, we also generated t sep /a = 24 data. For some momentum combinations only a subset of the available data was used in the fits, either due to the data being too noisy (for t sep /a = 24) or because contributions from the second or higher excited states were significant (for t sep /a = 8). Details of the chosen fit ranges are listed in Tables IX-XII Again, we used correlated fits and varied the fit region to assess systematic uncertainties. The changes of the fit parameter values were found to be well within the statistical errors. The only exception was for the three-point function involving the η meson at the SU(3) flavour symmetric point. In this case, the statistical errors were small such that the systematic uncertainties became relevant and we opted for employing an uncorrelated fit and a fit range that resulted in errors large enough to encompass the systematics. 
B. Results
The results for the form factor, derived from the matrix elements using Eq. (2), are listed in Tables IX-XII for the momentum ranges P 2 ≤ 4 and K 2 ≤ 3 in lattice units (P = p × L/(2π)). Note that we defined the four-momentum transfer q 2 as
where the energies of the D s and η (′) states are listed in Tables VII and VIII of Appendix D and depicted in Fig. 2 . The values at non-zero momenta were determined directly, without using a dispersion relation. The dependence of f 0 (q 2 ) on q 2 is shown in Fig. 10 . We used a one pole ansatz to interpolate the data to q 2 = 0:
These curves are also shown in the figure. The resulting values for f 0 (0) are listed in Table V . The parameterization of Becirević and Kaidalov (BK) [35] is frequently used in the literature too. For the scalar form factor, this is essentially the same parameterization as Eq. (42) but the location of the pole is normalized with respect to the vector meson mass
. The values of β obtained from rescaling the parameter b above are also listed in Table V . A comparison can be made with the values derived from light cone QCD sum rules (LCSRs) [3] , displayed in Table V , where we assumed f + (q 2 = 0) = f 0 (q 2 = 0). Encouragingly, the results are broadly consistent, however, the ordering is different; we find f 0 (q 2 = 0) is larger for the η than for the η ′ , independent of the quark mass, while for LCSRs the ordering is reversed. A more detailed comparison would require an estimation of the dominant systematic uncertainties. These uncertainties are difficult to quantify in both studies, in the LCSRs case due to the approximations made, while in our study since we have a single lattice volume and lattice spacing. Considering our lightest pseudoscalar mass is around 370 MeV and LM π = 3.3, extending the analysis to bigger volumes and smaller quark masses is important. 2 ) . The coefficient β corresponds to an equivalent fit using the BK [35] parameterization. The light cone QCD sum rule results (LCSRs) are taken from Ref. [3] . (80) --
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
We calculated semi-leptonic decay form factors f 0 (q 2 ) for D s → ηℓν ℓ and D s → η ′ ℓν ℓ decays, by means of numerical lattice simulation. We included all disconnected fermion loop contributions. Despite the statistically noisy and computationally expensive disconnected part, we obtained the form factor at q 2 = 0 within statistical errors of less than 6%. The values at q 2 = 0 are |f It is interesting to note that the disconnected fermion loop contribution to f Ds→η ′ 0 is really significant. In Fig. 8 we saw that the relevant three-point function contains a large contribution from the disconnected diagram. This implies that the OZI suppressed gluonic contribution is not suppressed in this decay mode due to the chiral anomaly, as is also indicated by the fact that singlet and octet η ′ distribution amplitudes cannot be parameterized by a single angle, relative to the octet-singlet basis.
We only calculated the scalar form factor f 0 (q 2 ) which does not require the knowledge of renormalization constants. Experimentally, however, the vector form factor f + (q 2 ) is more relevant. Technically, a computation of f + (q 2 ) is of a similar level of complexity as the present study and we plan to pursue this in the near future. Finally, we remark that this work is an exploratory study and the quark masses we used are not yet physical. Having verified that computations of disconnected contributions to form factors are feasible, lighter pion masses and larger volumes will be simulated, also extending the present study to decays with the φ in the final state.
Appendix A: Details of the estimation of disconnected loops
In this Appendix we explain the methods implemented to calculate the disconnected loop given in Eq. (3). For convenience we restate the equation as
The all-to-all propagator, M −1 (t, x ′′ ; t, x ′ ), is computed using low mode deflation combined with stochastic estimation. This involves calculating n low (exact) low eigenmodes (in absolute magnitude) of the Hermitian Dirac operator Q = γ 5 M :
where the λ i are real. The low mode contribution to M −1 is given by
For small quark masses the low modes give the most singular directions of M −1 and the higher mode contributions
| low become small. These higher modes are estimated stochastically using
(Z 2 + iZ 2 ) noise vectors, which approximately span a complete set
We have
is the source vector projected onto the subspace of the higher modes. Stochastic estimation introduces additional (possibly dominant) noise on top of the gauge noise and this needs to be reduced. We implemented a number of techniques to achieve this:
1. Time and spin partitioning [38] . The stochastic sources where given non-zero values only on every 4th timeslice and for a single spin index. To reconstruct the full propagator at every timeslice requires 4(spin) × 4(time) = 16 inversions.
2. Hopping parameter acceleration (HPA) [39] . A Wilson-type Dirac operator
satisfies the identity:
for any integer n ≥ 0. When this expression is inserted into Eq. (A2) the first n terms may be zero, where the value of n depends on Γ and the form of the Dirac operator. With stochastic estimation of M −1 these terms will only contribute to the noise and can be omitted, giving (κD) n M −1 as an improved estimate of M −1 . Combining this with low mode deflation we have
For the clover action and Γ = γ 5 we can use n = 2.
3. The truncated solver method (TSM) [40] . This method involves truncating the solver after a few iterations. The (hopefully small) correction to this truncation is calculated using a smaller number of stochastic estimates:
where N 2 < N 1 . The truncated part is calculated with a CG solver, while for M −1 |η s we use the domain decomposition solver implementation of Ref. [37] . To obtain the full expression for M −1 using HPA and low mode deflation one substitutes Eq. (A11) into Eq. (A10).
The parameters for the various techniques are chosen so that the stochastic error is minimized for fixed computational cost, see Ref. [9] for details. Our optimal choices are listed in Table VI . We found the HPA to be the most cost efficient noise reduction technique for our problem. The TSM only provided a slight improvement, due to the use of smeared loops. In general, the advantage of using the TSM will also depend on the efficiency of the solver.
Finally, we note that due to parity and charge conjugation considerations the disconnected loop in position space, C 1pt (t, x), is real for Γ = γ 5 . This means the imaginary part of our stochastic estimation of C 1pt (t, x) only contributes to the noise and we can set it to zero.
Appendix B: Two-point functions
In the octet-singlet basis, we need the following two-point functions:
where C aa = C aa (t, p) is a connected two-point function of quark flavour a = l, s and D ab is the disconnected two-point function of quark flavours a and b:
where T is the temporal lattice size, V 4 is the four-volume and C a 1pt (t, p) is the disconnected fermion loop, Eq. (3), for quark flavour a.
The calculation of C a 1pt (t, p) is detailed in Appendix A. For the connected two-point function, we implemented low mode averaging (LMA) [21, 22] reusing the eigenmodes computed for the evaluation of the disconnected loop. As discussed in Ref. [41] , LMA works very efficiently for pseudoscalar meson two-point functions. We used LMA for both the connected light-light (C ll ) and strange-strange (C ss ) two-point functions.
A connected two-point function with LMA is given by
where C 2pt pa (t, p; x 0 ) is the standard point-to-all two-point function, calculated with a single source point at x 0 = (t 0 , x 0 ). For simplicity, we have suppressed the quark flavour index and, initially, do not consider quark smearing. In Eq. (B6), the low mode contribution to the point-to-all two-point function,
where x = (t, x) and Γ = γ 5 at the source and sink, is subtracted and replaced by the low mode contribution averaged over all lattice points:
Smearing the quarks is implemented by replacing the eigenvectors |λ i in Eq. (B7) with smeared vectors, φ|λ i , for a smearing function φ. Finally, we averaged over forward and backward propagating two-point functions, as well as rotationally equivalent momentum combinations.
Appendix C: Three-point functions
The three-point function we need to determine is
where O η (′) , O Ds are the interpolators, S is the local scalar current and p = q + k. The interpolators for η and η ′ are obtained from Eq. (7), by solving the generalized eigenvalue problem for each k. For k = 0, we used the improved mixing angles θ and θ ′ as discussed in Sec. III. We need both connected and disconnected contributions to calculate the three-point function Eq. (C1), see Fig. 1 . For the connected part, we used the stochastic method detailed in Ref. [42] . This approach allows us to access many momentum combinations at a lower computational cost compared to the standard sequential source method. We compute all rotationally equivalent momentum combinations average these.
The disconnected part is obtained from combining a connected charm-strange two-point function, C cs (t, q; x 0 ), with a one-point quark loop of flavour a:
and
Note that the charm-strange two-point function has a pseudoscalar source and a scalar sink. The one-point loop is calculated as described in Appendix A. We employ low mode averaging in a similar way to that used for the computation of the connected two-point function in Appendix B, by averaging the low mode contributions to C 3pt,a 3pt,l disc (t, tsep, p, k) with and without low mode averaging for Set S. The sink-source separation is tsep = 10a, the Ds meson is located at t = 0 with lattice momentum P = (1, 0, 0) and the disconnected light-quark loop is located at t/a = 10 with momentum P = (1, 0, 0) .
The eigenvalues, λ i , and eigenvectors, |λ i , are computed for the strange quark. We average over N y = 4 3 < V 4 /a TABLE IX. The Ds → ηℓν ℓ scalar form factor f0(q 2 ) for Set A. The first column is a representative example for a given momentum combination. The number of equivalent combinations that we averaged over is given in the last column. The fit ranges and tsep used in the simultaneous fits are also listed. For the fit function, R(t) in Eq. (40), "2exp. + c" indicates that all terms are included, i.e. c, A1 and A2 are free parameters of the fit. 1, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0 1, 1, 0), (1, 1, 1 
